This paper presents an algorithm for calibrating strapdown magnetometers in the magnetic field domain. In contrast to the traditional method of compass swinging, which computes a series of heading correction parameters and, thus, is limited to use with two-axis systems, this algorithm estimates magnetometer output errors directly. Therefore, this new algorithm can be used to calibrate a full three-axis magnetometer triad. The calibration algorithm uses an iterated, batch least squares estimator which is initialized using a novel two-step nonlinear estimator. The algorithm is simulated to validate convergence characteristics and further validated on experimental data collected using a magnetometer triad.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetometers measure the intensity of magnetic fields and are used in many scientific and engineering applications. In vehicle navigation, for example, they are used as inexpensive heading sensors (where heading is the angle between the vehicle and North). In these applications, heading is determined by measuring the horizontal component of Earth's magnetic field vector, h, using a perpendicular pair ( If the the x-y plane of the body coordinate system is level (i.e., is parallel to Earth's local tangent), the magnetometer readings are used to compute heading with respect to magnetic North using the following formula:
If the x-y plane is not level, it can be levelled analytically by measuring the pitch and roll angles of the vehicle. These angles are used to compute the body-to-locally-level transformation matrix, b→w C , which is used to map the magnetometer measurement to the locally-level plane. Note that b→w C is the "b" to "w" coordinate frame transformation matrix where the "w" is the x-y-z coordinate frame having its x axis coincident with the vehicle's longitudinal axis and its x-y plane level or parallel to the local tangent (i.e., the wander azimuth plane).
Since the output of any sensor is, to some degree, corrupted by errors, the actual measurement made by the pair or triad of magnetometers,ˆ h b , will be different from the true magnetic field h b . The process of estimating these errors and removing them from the magnetometer measurements is the subject of this paper.
For heading determination systems which use a pair of perpendicular magnetometers, a well known calibration procedure called compass swinging has been used successfully [1, 2] . Compass swinging has several shortcomings, however, which make it unsuitable for many current applications. Two of most significant shortcomings of this procedure are that (1) it requires an external or independent source of heading and (2) the plane containing the pair of magnetometers must be level. These two factors limit or even preclude in-situ calibration because the magnetometer being calibrated are normally the only source of heading information. Furthermore, the "b" and "w" coordinate frames will not always be coincident.
Another deficiency of compass swinging is that it is a heading domain calibration algorithm. That is, it involves computing a series of heading correction parameters which, when added to heading (as computed by Equation 1), cancel heading deviations caused by magnetometer errors. As such, the algorithm is not applicable for applications other than heading determination (e.g., three axis attitude determination as discussed in [3] , [4] and [5] ). Another shortcoming of compass swinging is the fact that the quality of the calibration degrades as the vehicle with the magnetometers are moved farther away from the geographical point where the calibration was performed. This is because the correction parameters computed are functions of the local magnetic field strength.
Recently, different magnetometer calibration methodologies that deal with some of the shortcoming of compass swinging have been proposed. For example, [6] proposed a method which computes correction parameters for the magnetometer's field measurement errors instead of heading correction parameters. Since this is a procedure for calibration in the magnetic field domain, unlike compass swinging, the results are location independent. In addition, the calibration is not limited to magnetometers used solely for heading determination but applicable in cases where the magnetometers are used for any purpose [3] ). However, the method discussed in [6] does have some limitations. For example, it still requires that the x − y body plane of the vehicle containing the magnetometers be level during calibration which severely limits the algorithm from real time use in a vehicle that is moving.
In order to improve the performance the above discussed magnetic field domain calibration procedure, this paper presents a reformulation and extension of the method discussed in [6] . Section 2 presents a unified error model for strapdown magnetometers and discusses the problem of calibrating strapdown magnetometers in the context of the unified error model. In Section 3, prior art in calibration of magnetometers is presented. In particular, we will discuss compass swinging or the classical method of calibrating magnetometers in the heading domain. This will serve as a motivation for the methods presented in this paper as well as being a benchmark against which we will compare these new calibration methods. Section 4 will develop an iterative, batch least squares algorithm for calibration in the magnetic field domain. We will also present a two step, non-linear estimator used to establish the initial conditions for the iterative, batch least squares algorithm. In Section 5, the results of simulation and trade studies will be presented. Experimental results are presented in Section 6 and Section 7 will conclude this paper.
ERROR MODELLING
The output of magnetometers are corrupted by wide band measurement noise, stochastic biases due to sensor imperfections, installation errors and unwanted magnetic interference in the vicinity of the sensors.
The unwanted or interfering magnetic fields can be classified into two distinct groups. The first group consists of constant or slowly time-varying fields generated by ferromagnetic structural materials in the proximity of the magnetometers. The field measurement errors resulting from such interferences are referred to as hard iron biases [7] .
The second group of interfering magnetic fields result from materials that generate their own magnetic field in response to an externally applied field. This generated field is affected by both the magnitude and direction of the externally applied magnetic field. Such materials are called soft irons and the error they generate is referred to as a soft iron bias. In a moving vehicle, the orientation of Earth's magnetic field relative to the vehicle (and any soft iron materials contained therein) changes continuously.
Thus, the resulting soft iron errors are time varying.
A comprehensive mathematical model for the output error of a strapdown magnetometer can be written as:ˆ
In 
Hard Iron Errors ( b b )
Normally, the largest errors tend to be null-shifts caused by unwanted magnetic fields in the vicinity of the magnetometers. This can be seen clearly by examining Figure 1 which [8] . Figure 1 shows the output of a magnetometer measuring the vertical component after h z (0.43500 Gauss) has been subtracted. What is shown in the figure, therefore, is a null-shift of 9.2 milliGauss and the largest component of the output error.
Wide Band Noise (σ w )
Removing the null-shift from the data shown in Figure 1 leaves errors due to magnetometer measurement wide band noise. Figure 2 is a histogram of the data shown in Figure 1 . From Figure 2 it can be seen that the wide band noise has a standard deviation, σ w , of approximately 5 milli-Gauss which is smaller than the null shift.
Soft Iron Errors (C si )
In this work we assume that a linear relationship exits between the field a soft iron generates in response to an externally applied field. Even though this is a reasonable assumption in many applications, there are cases where it is invalid due to hysteresis. Assuming no hysteresis, C si can be written as:
The α ij terms represent the effective soft iron coefficients. They are the constants of proportionality between the magnetic field applied to a soft iron and the resulting induced magnetic field. From a notation point of view, α xy , for example, represents the effective coefficient relating the field generated in the x-direction in response to an applied field in the y-direction. The term "effective" is used to describe these coefficients because they represent the effect of all soft iron material present that may corrupt the magnetometer outputs [4, 5] .
Scale Factor (C sf )
Scale factor errors are modeled using the 3 × 3 matrix C sf given by:
The scale factor errors s f x , s f y and s f z represent the uncertainty in knowledge of the constant of proportionality relating magnetometer input to output.
Misalignments (C m )
In an ideal installation, the magnetometer triad will be mounted in perfect alignment with the body axis of the aircraft. Stated differently, the magnetometer axes will be identical to the body axes. In actual practice, perfect alignment cannot always be achieved. The matrix C m accounts for this misalignment and is nothing more than the magnetometer axes to body frame direction cosine matrix, p→b C . Since the misalignment between the two axes is normally very small (but not negligible), C m can be modeled as the following skew-symmetric matrix:
The three independent parameters defining the matrix ( x , y and x ) represent small rotations about the body axes of the vehicle that will bring the platform axes into perfect alignment with the body axes.
Thus, C m is constant and only needs to be estimated once.
The process of calibrating a pair or triad of magnetometers involves estimating the various unknown vectors and matrices defined in Equations 2 through 5. Methods for estimating these unknown parameters is the subject of the remainder of this paper.
COMPASS SWINGING
The compass swinging algorithm has been used for a some time in marine [1] and aviation [2] applications. In these applications, the sensors traditionally used were a pair of flux-gate or flux-valve magnetometers. The sensors are arranged perpendicular to each other and coincident with the x and y body axes of the vehicle. For these systems, the heading error, δψ, due to both hard and soft iron biases is given by:
This equation is derived in the appendix at the end of this paper and from that derivation it can be seen that the coefficients A through E are functions of the soft iron coupling terms, α ij , and Earth's local horizontal magnetic field strength, h h .
The unknown coefficients A through E are estimated by levelling and rotating the vehicle through a series of N known headings as shown schematically in Figure 3 . At each known k th heading, the heading error, δψ k , is computed and used to form the following system of equations:
A batch least squares solution of Equation 7 yields estimates for the coefficients A through E.
Examination of Equations 6 and 7 reveals at least two short comings of the compass swinging procedure. First, the fact that the coefficients A through E are functions of h h (see Appendix A) implies that the calibration is location dependent. Thus, if the vehicle is expected to travel over a large distances, multiple calibrations must be performed due to variations in Earth's magnetic field.
The second shortcoming of compass swinging becomes apparent when we note that heading is a required input to the algorithm. Since heading errors due to hard and soft iron errors are heading dependent, the heading input into the algorithm will be corrupted by a non-constant bias. Thus, an independent measurement of heading is required when calibrating magnetometers using this method. In aviation applications, the standard practice is to use a compass rose painted on the tarmac similar to what is shown in Figure 3 , as the secondary independent heading measurement.
CALIBRATION ALGORITHM
In addition to the above noted limitations, the fact that the vehicle containing the magnetometers has to be level during calibration prevents use of compass swinging in motion. To deal with these shortcoming, an alternative calibration algorithm has been developed. The new algorithm works with both a pair or triad of magnetometers. We first develop the algorithm assuming only a pair of magnetometers are used. Once the basic algorithm has been developed, it is extended to three dimensions such that it is applicable to magnetometer triads. The method developed, corrects the field measurement errors directly and not the effect of field measurement errors on heading. Thus, as noted earlier, we will refer to this as a method of calibration in the magnetic field domain.
The fundamental idea behind calibration in the magnetic field domain is the fact that the locus of error-free measurements from a pair of perpendicular magnetometers is a circle. It is easy to show that this is the case by examining the expressions for h 
This is the equation of a circle with its center at the origin. The radius of the circle is equal to the magnitude of the horizontal component of the local Earth magnetic field vector which is a function of geographical location. The magnitude of the radius varies with latitude, longitude and altitude because Earth's magnetic field vector varies with location. This variation of Earth's magnetic field vector can be modeled with reasonable accuracy using the current International Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF) [8] .
The effect of the various magnetometer errors described in Equation 2 is to alter the shape of the 
This is still the equation of a circle but instead of having its center located at the origin, its center is at
In the absence of other forms of errors, scale factor errors cause the body x and y magnetometer measurements to be different when both are subjected to an identical magnetic field. This can be expressed mathematically as follows:ĥ
Squaring Equations 10 and 11 and adding them together leads to
which is the equation of an ellipse centered at the origin. The major and minor axes' magnitudes are determined by the scale factor errors, s f x and s f y . When the hard iron erros b x and b y are included in Equations 10 and 11, the resulting locus is still an ellipse but its center is moved away from the origin to
Soft iron errors will modify the error-free circular locus into an ellipse but also rotate the major and minor axes of the ellipse. To show this mathematically, consider expressions forĥ 
In matrix form these equations become:
Inverting this matrix equation and noting that h
If the two equations represented by this matrix are squared and added, the resulting locus will describe an ellipse with rotated major and minor axes. If, in addition to soft iron errors, hard iron errors are present, the locus will still be a rotated ellipse but its center will be displaced from the origin. Figure 4 is a graphical summary of the effect of the various errors on the locus of magnetometer measurements.
For the remainder of this paper, we will assume that C m and α ij where i = j are zero. This is not always a reasonable assumption. However, for the experimental work that will be discussed later in the paper, C m was made as small as possible by careful installation of the magnetometers and accounting for the residuals in post process. Furthermore, examination of experimental data indicated that the ellipse (or ellipsoid in the three dimensional case) had major and minor axes aligned with the body axes justifying the assumption that α ij = 0 when i = j. With these simplifications, the hard iron errors affect the center of the elliptical measurement locus while the scale factor errors and the α ii soft iron terms affect the size of the major and minor axes.
The calibration algorithm that will be developed is nothing more than a parameter estimation problem. The algorithm is an attempt to fit the best ellipse (in the least squares sense) to the measured magnetometer data. In the case of a magnetometer triad, the error-free locus of outputs is a sphere.
This sphere will be centered at the origin with a radius equal to the magnitude of Earth's magnetic field vector.
The various magnetometer errors alter the spherical locus into an ellipse and displace it from the center. In particular, the scale factor and α ii soft iron terms reshape the sphere into an ellipsoid centered at the origin. Hard iron errors shift the ellipsoid away from the origin and the effect of the wide-band noise is to roughen the smooth surface of the measurement locus.
Thus, the calibration algorithm is the problem of determining the parameters of an ellipsoid that best fit the data collected from a magnetometer triad. Mathematically, the locus of measurements is described by the following equation:
where,
The 
Least Squares Estimation
We can fit an ellipsoid of revolution to measured magnetic field data by using a batch least squares estimator. The equations of the estimator can be obtained by linearizing Equation 18. The estimator will have as states perturbations of the ellipsoid parameters defined in Equations 18 through 21. Thus,
given an initial guess of the unknown parameters, the estimated perturbation are sequentially added to the initial guess and the procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved.
To linearize Equation 18, we note that the pertubation of h , written as δh, is given by [9] :
where h = h . Note that the measured magnetometer outputsĥ 
Equation 24 is in the form δ h = H δ x where δ x is the vector of unknowns given by:
The vector δ h is the difference between the known magnetic field vector magnitude and its magnitude as computed from the magnetometer outputs. That is, δh k = h k −ĥ k where h k is computed from the IGRF model [8] andĥ k is computed as:ĥ
An estimate of the calibration parametersb x , b y ,b z ,γ x ,γ y , andγ z is obtained by using the following iterative algorithm:
1. Select an initial guess forb x , b y ,b z ,γ x ,γ y , andγ z . The initial guess for γ x , γ y and γ z must be non-zero.
Using the values ofb
3. Obtain a least squares estimate for δ x, denoted by δˆ x, as follows:
4. Use the estimate for δˆ x and update the unknown parameters as follows ("(+)" denotes parameter after update and "(−)" denotes parameter before update):
5. Compute the covariance matrix P (which is a measure of the quality of the calibration) by using
where σ w is the standard deviation of the magnetometer wide band noise.
Return to
Step (2) 
As will be shown later in the paper, the stability of the least squares solution is sensitive to at least three factors. At this point, we will discuss one of these factor which is the quality of the initial conditions used to start the algorithm. The closer the initial guesses are to the actual value of the six parameters, the more stable the solution becomes. Since a judicious selection of initial conditions enhances the performance of the calibration, we will develop an algorithm that can be used to establish the initial conditions.
Establishing Initial Conditions
The algorithms used for establishing initial conditions, uses a non-linear, two-step estimator. This non-linear, two-step estimator is an adaptation of an estimator presented in [10] and breaks the parameter identification problem given by Equation 18 into two steps. In the first-step, a state vector called the "first-step state" is formed. The elements of this state vector are algebraic combinations of the elements of the "second-step state" vector. The elements of the second-step state vector, on the other hand, are hard iron biases and the scale factor-soft iron γ terms. The estimation problem is linear in the firststep state and, therefore, retains the desirable properties of a linear system. Following estimation of the first-step states, elements of the second-step state vector are extracted through algebraic manipulation.
Derivation of the equations for the non-linear two-step estimator begin by expanding Equation 18 as follows:
Note that the field measurements are a function of time. 
The vector v represents the measurement noise. The measurement matrix H consists of two k × 3 sub-matrices. The first of these two sub-matrices, H 11 , is defined as:
The second sub-matrix H 12 is given by:
The vector on the right side of Equation 39, denoted as x, is the first-step state vector and consists of the variables µ 1 through µ 4 which are defined as follows:
An estimate for x, denoted asˆ x, is obtained by:
Once the first-step state vector is estimated,b x , b y ,b z ,γ x ,γ y , andγ z are extracted fromˆ x by the following inverse relations:b
It was found that Equations 39 through 52 provide a very good estimate of the calibration parameters.
It is conceivable, therefore, that this initialization algorithm alone can be used as a "snap-shot" solution in lieu of the iterative least squares solution developed earlier. This was avoided, however, because the two-step formulation as discussed here does not provide for an easy way to compute the posterior covariance matrix P which will be used as a metric for the quality of the calibration. This is because the measurement noise vector v is the result of squaring the outputs of the magnetometers (i.e. vector on the right side of Equation 39) and thus is neither zero mean nor Gaussian distributed. While novel, nonlinear estimation techniques which combine the unscented transformation [11] with Kalman or Particle Filtering [12, 13] can be used to directly estimate the posterior covariance matrix, for the work reported in this paper, we will use the linearized estimate of P given by Equation 34. As will be shown in the next section, this estimate of P generally tends to over bound the actual estimation errors at a 1 − σ level.
SIMULATION STUDIES
A series of simulation studies was performed to assess the performance of the magnetometer calibration algorithms. The results show that the iterative batch least squares estimator is primarily sensitive to three factors. First, the algorithm is sensitive to initial values; unless the hard iron biases and γ factors close to their actual values, the algorithm can diverge. Second, the algorithm is sensitive to sampling and sensor noise. The amount of noise that can be tolerated is, however, a function of the third factor which is the shape of the measurement locus. Each of these sensitivity factors will be discussed next.
It will be recalled that the iterative batch least squares estimator requires an initial guess of hard iron biases (b) and scale-factor/soft iron error terms (γ). The first set of simulation studies evaluated the performance of the algorithm where the initial conditions were chosen randomly without using the two-step non-linear estimator. The initial guesses for the hard iron biases were picked from a normal distribution with a mean equal to the actual biases and a standard deviation of 0.5 Gauss. Similarly, the initial guesses for the scale-factor/soft iron error term,γ, were picked from a normal distribution centered at the actual value of γ with a standard deviation 0.5.
Two values of measurement noise standard deviation, σ w , were evaluated. One of the values considered was 5 milli-Gauss and is based on the data shown in Figure 2 . The data shown in Figure 2 , however, was collected on a system that used a digital pre-filter to process that field measurements before they were recorded. In the absence of such a filter, the value of the wide band noise can be as high at 10 milli-Gauss. As such, the second value of σ w considered was 10 mili-Gauss. Figure 5 is a schematic that illustrates the metric used for quantifying the measurement locus geometry. If during the calibration procedure the magnetometer assembly is rotated through space such that the entire Euler angle space is spanned, the locus of magnetometer measurements obtained would be as shown in Figure 5 (a). As can be seen from the experimental data shown in Figure 6 , this is not always possible. Figure 6 shows that only a small portion of the ellipsoid is present. Thus, for the simulation studies we will also assume that only a small portion of the ellipsoid is present ( Figure 5(b) ). The central angle spanned by the strip of the ellipsoid, Φ, is used to characterize the geometry of the measurement locus ( Figure 5(c) ). Table 1 available. The algorithm is seen to converge in both cases. When the measurement noise is increased to 10 milli-Gauss, the results shown in Figures 9 and 10 are obtained. Figure 11 shows the results from another run with a 10
• strip and 10 mili-Gauss of wide band noise. In this case, it is seen that the algorithm diverges when only a 10
• strip of the measurement locus is available. Actually, of fact the algorithm diverges just about as frequently as it converges with the available measurement locus is small and the wide band noise is large. The algorithm also diverged when Φ = 20
• but not as often as it did when Φ = 10
• . The divergence is primarily due to the initial conditions assigned to hard iron biases and γ being too far away from the actual values. This becomes apparent when we note that in Figures 9, 10 and 11 the initial conditions are not the same because, as noted earlier, the initial conditions were varied randomly from one try to the next. Observe, for example, that the initial conditions assigned to b x and b y for the run shown in Figure 9 are closer to the actual values than assigned for the run shown in Figure   11 .
The difference in initial conditions, however, is not the only cause of the divergence because these plots show the results for just one simulation run out of many. The algorithm diverged repeatedly when only a 10
• strip of the locus was used while, it converged more often when a 20
• strip of the measurement locus was available. As noted earlier, the measurement noise on low cost magnetometers can be as high as the 10 milli-Gauss figure used in some of these simulations. Therefore, it is concluded that for relatively low cost magnetometers with relatively large magnitude output noise, this algorithm is not suitable unless a large portion of the ellipsoid is available.
This sensitivity to measurement locus geometry has a very important practical implication. When discussing the methods for calibrating a two-magnetometer system, it was noted that the parameter estimation problem is one where the best circle (in the least squares sense) is fit to the noisy magnetometer measurement data. A simple 360
• turn on a level surface yielded the required measurement locus. In extending this method to the three-dimensional case, a tacit assumption was that the entire sphere would be available for the parameter estimation problem. Unfortunately this is not always the case because getting a complete sphere requires spanning the entire Euler angle space. Thus, unless the magnetometer triad is installed in an aerobatic airplane, spanning the entire Euler angle space is not possible. So the three dimensional calibration algorithms must be able to work with data that comprises only a portion of the entire sphere. Actual data collected from a flight test is shown in Figure 6 . It is clear from this figure that an entire ellipsoid can not be obtained in a non-aerobatic aircraft.
The simulation results for the cases where the non-linear, two-Step estimator is used to initialize the iterative batch least squares estimator are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . These figures are histograms for the bias and γ estimation errors (or residuals) for 10,000 Monte Carlo simulation runs. For each run, simulated magnetometer outputs were corrupted with bias and scale factor errors as well as wide-band noise. The bias and scale factor errors were held constant for all 10,000 simulation runs and had the values given in Table 1 . The wide-band noise, however, was varied for each run. It was a random sequence with a standard deviation of 5 or 10 milli-Gauss. Figure 12 shows the bias estimation residuals. In none of the 10,000 cases did the solution diverge.
For the x and y axes hard iron biases, the estimation errors are seen to be less than ± 0.5 milli-Gauss.
In comparison to the x and y axes, the z axis estimation errors are slightly larger. However, this error is smaller when the locus of magnetometer measurements is larger. A similar trend is seen in Figure 13 which shows the scale factor estimation errors. The fact that the estimation errors for both the z axis hard iron biases and scale factor errors are larger in comparison to the x and y axes errors is not surprising 
because even in the 20
• locus case the data spans only a small amount of space in the z direction.
The 1 − σ standard deviation of the hard iron bias and γ estimation errors for one representative run are summarized in Table 2 . The 1 − σ estimation errors are nothing more than the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix P . As noted earlier and is confirmed by observing Figure   12 , Figure 13 , and the data in Table 2 , the estimated covariance over bounds the actual errors. Thus, P can be used as conservative metric for the quality of the calibration.
In conclusion, initializing the iterative batch least squares estimator using the Non-Linear, two-Step
Estimator is seen to provide superior performance. More specifically, the algorithm does not diverge even in the case when the wide-band noise on the magnetometer measurements is large. Thus, it requires a smaller portion of the measurement locus than the case where the iterative least squares algorithm is used alone.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As a final verification, a triad of low cost magnetometers was calibrated using the algorithms developed in this paper. The data was collected from an experimental set up where a set of low cost magnetometers were strapped to a long wooden boom as shown in Figure 14 . during the data collection maneuvers. Once the mean is removed, the remaining heading error is, to a large extent, in the form of wide-band noise which can be easily filtered using a a low-pass filter.
CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm for calibrating strapdown magnetometers used in heading determination systems was developed. Unlike the classic method of compass swinging which computes a series of heading correction parameters, this algorithm estimates magnetometer output errors directly and, thus, is not limited to heading determination systems.
The calibration algorithm uses an estimator where the states are the hard iron biases, soft iron biases, and scale factor errors. The estimator is a linearized, iterative batch least squares estimator. The initial conditions for the estimator are established using a non-linear, two-step estimator. When initialized thusly, monte carlo simulations show the estimation procedure to be very robust.
As presented in this paper, the calibration algorithm is limited to estimation of the hard iron biases and combined scale factor and some soft iron effects. However, it should be possible to extend the applicability of this method to all magnetometer errors including misalignment and all soft iron errors.
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A APPENDIX: COMPASS SWINGING EQUATIONS
In this appendix, we derive Equations 6 and 7 which are used in the compass swinging algorithm. In what follows, it will be assumed that the pair of magnetometers are level and there are no misalignment errors. The effect of misalignment errors will be considered later. A level and error-free pair of magnetometers measures the strength of the horizontal component of the local Earth magnetic field vector, h h .
The measurement made by each of the magnetometers will be:
where h h = h h Since the magnetometer assembly is assumed to be level, the body coordinate system is the same as the wander-azimuth coordinate system and h 
Similarly, the y-magnetometer output will beĥ b y :
The terms δh x 0 and δh y 0 represent the hard iron biases while the remaining terms account for errors due to soft iron. Our objective is to evaluate heading errors as function of magnetometer measurement
errors. An expression relating heading errors to magnetometer measurement errors can be arrived at by taking a perturbation of Equation 1. This leads to:
The perturbation quantities δh x and δh y represent magnetometer measurement errors and are given by:
Substituting these values into Equation 57 and rearranging leads to the following equation for heading error:
This reduces to Equation 6 when the following substitutions are made: 
When this equation is expanded using trigonometric identities and rearranged, one gets δψ =Ā +B sin(ψ) +C cos(ψ) +D sin(2ψ) +Ē cos(2ψ),
which is identical to Equation 6 except that the coefficients are now modified. Thus, swinging can deal with yaw misalignments. This also implies that a compass rose is not really required when using a swinging algorithm. All that is required is to swing the magnetometer assembly through equally spaced headings around the compass rose followed by one final known heading. In this instance, the offset term, δψ 0 , will be the sum of the installation error and the constant heading error introduced by the fact that a compass rose was not used. Thus, the final known heading is used to separate the two individual components of δψ 0 . 
